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Learn how to jumpstart your paleo diet in just one month with over 100 recipes to help you burn
fat, detoxify your body and get started with a paleo lifestyle.Transform your body and improve
your health with this hard¬core cleanse based on the caveman diet. Follow the 30-day plan to rid
your body of toxins without feeling deprived as you:•Burn fat•Increase Energy•Boost Mental
Clarity•Improve Digestion•Reduce InflammationPacked with more than 100 delicious and easy
recipes using whole, satisfying ingredients like meats, eggs and fresh vegeta¬bles, the Paleo
Cleanse has everything you need to reap the benefits of the Paleo Diet in the fastest, most
effective way.

About the AuthorCAMILLA CARBONI is the co-founder of ThePaleoPact.com and co-author of
Quick & Fantastic Paleo Cookies. Camilla applies her global marketing portfolio and Master’s in
media reception psychology to promote the philosophy of health from the inside out. Camilla is a
South African expat, minimalist runner and contributor to various lifestyle-centric publications.
Learn more at CamillaCarboni.com.MELISSA VAN DOVER is the co-founder of
ThePaleoPact.com and co-author of Quick & Fantastic Paleo Cookies. Melissa utilizes her
marketing background and MBA to promote the importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle
through eating well and regular exercise. Learn more at MelissaVanDover.com.
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Joan Carboni, “Loving this book for so many reasons!. Such a fantastic book. An excellent read
explaining all one needs to know about what makes Paleo the perfect lifestyle eating choice.
Extremely logical & easy to follow, & any possible queries one may have are succinctly
answered in the book.The weekly Cleanse plan is so detailed it makes it extremely easy to follow
& to implement. All the details required to enjoy the Paleo Cleanse, & to continue the transition to
Paleo thereafter are supplied & at our fingertips.The menu plan alternatives mean one will never
get bored with our meals & gives great options for picky eaters & those with food intolerances.
The numerous recipes are wonderful, are quick & easy to prepare, & are absolutely delicious!
Have tried several so far & all turned out perfectly.I highly recommend this book to everyone who
chooses better health - no one should be without the PALEO Cleanse. It will definitely be my gift
of choice as well.”

Matthew A Nicoletti, “The Paleo "Bible". I've been following an Ancestral diet for well over a year
now, and have never felt better, both physically and mentally. When I embarked on my journey I
struggled with finding food and creating meals that were Paleo-friendly, and I went through a lot
of trial and error. The Paleo Cleanse is the book I wish I had all along. Some Paleo books are
highly technical, more suited for scholarly reading, and some are merely basic recipe books that
really don't explain the details of a Paleo-lifestyle. The Paleo Cleanse takes the best of both and
transforms it into an easy-to-read but highly-informative book packed with great information and
recipes. As a "veteran" Paleo-dieter, I would recommend this book for both those that are new to
the Paleo-lifestyle who need guidance as well as my fellow "veteran" Paleo-dieters looking for
some great new recipes.”

Sarah Wade, “Great intro with lots of recipes!. This is a great introduction into the Paleo lifestyle.
You get a good background on Paleo without getting bogged down into a bunch of scientific
mumbo jumbo. The plan is clear & concise with weekly modifications. There are checklists and
reminders to keep you on track. Everything is well organized.There are also a lot more recipes
included than I expected. They look fabulous and are made with normal stuff you can buy at the
store. Many of them are also quick to whip up.All in all, I am quite pleased with the purchase and
I would recommend it to anyone looking to start a Paleo journey. Those that have already started
their Paleo journey will like the recipes & can use the cleanse to get back on track if they hit a
bump.”

megannshops, “Has some really good clean eating recipes and helpful plan on how to .... Has
some really good clean eating recipes and helpful plan on how to stick to a paleo diet, or take
the first steps in adapting to one. This isn't quite a cook book, more like a how to. I would have
liked a but more research and evidence based/ peer reviewed articles, but this was a bit more
generic in statements. Still, helpful and well written.”



Beth Snyder, “Amazing results!. I have had amazing results after 3 weeks and still going. Down
10lbs, 18+inches and 2% body fat!! I haven't been able to lose any weight since the birth of my
second child. I have a lot more energy. The book lays out the plan for 4 weeks and it is very easy
to follow. I was able to cut out things that I love- sugar, carbs and cheese! I can't wait to see what
my final results are.”

A. Lillich, “Reason to eat Paleo. Good resource for Paleo eating. In attempting to eat grain free, is
it possible to be sure that beef is 100% grass fed? It is my understanding that meat can be
labeled grass fed even if it is grain finished. I very much like the appendix, which offers an
excellent glossary and a very helpful purchasing guide.”

Jessica, “Great Intro to Paleo. I've never tried any formal diet or cleanse before so was a little
skeptical. This book made it so easy to follow and provides motivation to complete a cleanse. It
provides you a month's worth of meals and gradually builds you up to understanding Paleo.
There are numerous receipes along with tips to get you through the 30 day cleanse. I enjoyed
the cleanse and the receipes where very great. They are easy to modify as well to fit your taste.”

LTristan, “feeling Healthy. This book give you a really good in sight on Paleo so far I have lost 7
pounds doing and my blood sugar's have been so much better then they ever been. So glad for
my New life style change .”

The book by Elizabeth A. Patterson has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 51 people have provided
feedback.
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